Zhi-Yong Yang, Lance C. Seefeldt, Dennis R. Dean, Stephen P. Cramer, and Simon J. George* Herein, we present the impact of substitution for the a-70
Val residue of Azotobacter vinelandii nitrogenase MoFe protein on the hi-CO complex as monitored by stopped-flow infrared (SF-IR) spectroscopy. Nitrogenase is a bacterial metalloenzyme system whose physiological function is to catalyze the reduction of dinitrogen to ammonia [1, 2] with a concomitant reduction of 2 H + to H 2 and hydrolysis of MgATP. X-ray crystallography on MoFe nitrogenase reveals the active-site FeMo cofactor (FeMo-co) to be an unprecedented [Fe 7 S 9 MoX:homocitrate] cluster ( Figure 1) . [3, 4] However, simple inspection of this structure does not provide an obvious location for substrate binding or any indication of the subsequent mechanism for substrate reduction. Mechanisms focused on substrate binding to either Mo and Fe sites have been proposed as have combination approaches that involve migration of substrate-derived moieties between metal atoms during reduction. [5] [6] [7] [8] A series of recent studies have revealed the importance of substrate interactions at the 4Fe-4S face of FeMo-co defined by Fe atoms 2, 3, 6, and 7. These have analyzed the impact of modulating the steric influence of the uncharged a-70
Val residue, which resides over Fe6 (Figure 1) . [6] Reducing the size of the sidechain by substitution with alanine or glycine allows the reduction of significantly larger alkyne substrates such as propargyl alcohol, [9] [10] [11] while increasing its size by substitution with isoleucine severely restricts the reduction of nitrogenous and alkyne substrates while leaving the reactivity towards proton reduction unaltered. [12, 13] The clear implication of these results, and especially those from a-70
Ile , is to implicate the Fe 2-3-6-7 face as the region for initial substrate binding.
CO is a valuable probe of the ligand binding properties of the FeMo-co active site. The molecule is a potent noncompetitive inhibitor of the enzymes ability to reduce dinitrogen and other multiply bonded molecules, [14, 15] although recent work has shown that for the vanadium enzyme it can be a slow substrate. [16] It does not, however, inhibit enzyme turnover and MgATP hydrolysis, and the electron flux through the enzyme is redirected to increasing the rate of reduction of 2 H + to H 2 . The binding chemistry of CO to MoFe nitrogenase is known to be complex and dependent on the partial pressure or concentration of CO present. [17, 18] Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) studies have identified three bound states: under limiting [CO] conditions (< 0.08 atm in the gas phase or < 1:1 [CO]:[FeMo-co] in solution) the "lo-CO" state forms, which is proposed to comprise a single CO bound to the FeMocofactor, while under excess [CO] or under a high partial pressure of the gas, two EPR signals are observed, termed "hi-CO" and "hi(5)-CO". Each signal is proposed to comprise at least two CO molecules bound to separate sites on the cofactor. [17, 18] Significant insight into CO binding to nitrogenase is possible by SF-IR spectroscopy, which has the enormous advantage of being a real-time room temperature tech- Val , a-70 Ile , a-70Al a , a-70
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. The wireframe indicates the van der Waals radii of the sidechains. A CO molecule is included for size comparison. Fe, rust; Mo, magneta; S, yellow; C, dark gray; O, red; X, blue. Structures built from PDB files: 1M1N.pdb [3] and 3K1A.pdb. [13] nique. [19] [20] [21] Under lo-CO conditions, SF-IR measurements on both Klebsiella pneumoniae and A. vinelandii MoFe enzymes show a transient n(C O) band at 1904 cm À1 which corresponds to a single CO terminally bound to a metal site, which converts on the minute timescale to an infrared (IR) band at 1715 cm À1 which presumably arises from a bridged or protonated bound CO species. [20, 21] By contrast, under hi-CO conditions complex spectra are seen with n(CO) bands at 1960, 1936, 1906 and 1880 cm À1 , all of which most likely arise from terminally bound CO species at more than one metal site. [19, 20] Further insight has been gained from spectroelectrochemical IR studies of the isolated FeMo-co in Nmethyl formamide (NMF:FeMo-co), which also reveals lo-CO and hi-CO behavior. The lo-CO state has redoxdependent n(C O) bands at 1835 and 1808 cm À1 that are assigned to bridged CO groups, while hi-CO has bands at 1885 and 1920 cm À1 , assigned to terminally bound CO on Fe and Mo, respectively. [22] Here we use SF-IR to examine the sensitivity of the hi-CO complex to steric changes in the uncharged a-70 sidechain. Figure 2 and Table 1 . These data were all generated by reacting a 1:4 molar ratio of MoFe:Fe proteins with a buffered solution of MgATP saturated with CO, giving 50 mm FeMo-cofactor centers and 0.5 mm CO after mixing.
The spectrum of the wild-type (a-70 Val ) complex (Figure 2 a, top) is consistent with those previously reported. [19, 20] The time courses, Figure 2 b, allow us to assign the spectrum to a mixture of two distinct hi-CO forms and the lo-CO complex. The first hi-CO form comprises the intense band at 1936 cm À1 and the weaker band at 1880 cm À1 . These bands share the same time course and so it is reasonable to assign them to the same species. This species forms slowly, reaching a maximum intensity at 150 s before slowly decaying (not shown) so we term it "slow hi-CO". The second hi-CO form is characterized in this region by a single observed band at 1960 cm À1 . We term this "fast hi-CO" as it initially appears quickly, within 10 s, and decays more slowly than the 1936 cm À1 band. The band at 1906 cm À1 mostly likely corresponds to the lo-CO complex and reaches maximum intensity within 8 s before decaying slowly to about 50 % maximum size. Interestingly, the time course of the lo-CO decay is similar to the time course of formation of the slow hi-CO species suggesting that the slow hi-CO species may in part result from further CO binding to the 1906 cm À1 lo-CO species.
Changing the size of the uncharged a-70 Val isopropyl sidechain modifies the energies and intensities of the IR bands (Figure 2) , however, there is consistently a visual correspondence with the wild-type spectrum, suggesting that both the two hi-CO species and the lo-CO band are still present. Band energies and assignments are presented in Table 1 . Substitution with a methyl group in a-70
Ala reduces all the band intensities and shifts their energies. Interestingly, the intense band at 1936 cm À1 is substantially attenuated so that it now has similar intensity to the other bands. Similarly, increasing sidechain size to isobutyl in a-70
Ile also weakens the spectrum and again shifts the bands. Of particular interest is the a-70 Gly variant where the sidechain is replaced by a hydrogen atom thereby eliminating any steric effect. In this case, not only are all the slow hi-CO and lo-CO bands shifted in energy, but unlike the other variants, they are also broadened; for example, the bandwidth of the large slow hi-CO band increases from 10.5 to 15.5 cm À1 (FWHM). The fast hi-CO band is not observed although it is possible that it is obscured by the intense 1946 cm À1 band. 
Angewandte Chemie
The apparent correlation of the hi-CO bands in the variant spectra with those in the wild-type spectrum is confirmed through the similarity in their time-dependence. When observed, the fast hi-CO band close to 1960 cm À1 is essentially formed within 10 s in each case. Similarly, in each variant, the two slow hi-CO bands have the same time dependence (Figure 2 a) . The kinetics of formation of the slow hi-CO species are of particular interest. As shown in Figure 2 c , the formation time-course for the wild-type, the a-70
Gly and the a-70 Ala variants are virtually identical, but for a-70
Ile it is significantly slower. This can be rationalized in terms of the larger sidechain impeding access to the CO binding site.
The principal conclusion that can be drawn from these data is that the Fe 2-3-6-7 face of the FeMo-cofactor is likely responsible for binding most if not all the CO ligands giving rise to the observed IR bands. This arises from observation that the a-70 sidechain exerts steric control on the energies, conformation freedom and/or the formation kinetics on each of the four observed bands in at least one variant. The potential steric influence of this residue on the Fe 2-3-6-7 face is clear from Figure 1 . However, the data do not indicate a change in overall pattern of CO binding; it is clear that the slow hi-CO and the lo-CO species are present in all the spectra in Figure 2 , while the fast hi-CO is observed in three of them and could well be present in them all. This is consistent with a model where CO molecules are bound to the same metal sites in each variant protein, but that the CO ligands are clustered about, and sterically influenced by, the a-70 aliphatic sidechain. Changing the sidechain size changes the angles and freedom of movement of the metal-CO bonds, which in turn impacts the energies and intensities of the n(CO) stretching vibrations. Increasing the sidechain size in a-70
Ile impedes binding at one site at least. The a-70
Gly spectrum is particularly interesting, as the observed broadening of the IR bands is consistent with the bound CO groups being conformationally less constrained by the protein environment when the a-70 sidechain is reduced to a hydrogen atom. An alternative hypothesis is that modifying the a-70 sidechain causes the FeMo-cofactor to move within the protein pocket with a concomitant impact on CO binding elsewhere on the cofactor. This is largely excluded by the recent crystal structure of a-70 Ile , which shows close overall structural agreement with that of wild-type a-70
Val with near identity in the positions of most of the amino acids in the FeMo-co binding pocket. [13] There are a number of secondary conclusions. First, as noted previously, [19, 20] the energies of all the bands observed in Figure 2 indicate that they most likely comprise n(CO) stretches from terminally bound metal-CO species. It is possible that the 1880 cm À1 band arises from a CO bridging two metal sites through the C atom as n(C=O) stretches from such complexes have been observed to occur up to 1898 cm À1 . [23] We consider this unlikely, however, as bridging CO species in other iron-sulfur systems exhibit n(C = O) at significantly lower energies; FeFe hydrogenase, for example, has bridging n(C=O) bands between 1850-1800 cm À1 . [24] However, we cannot exclude the possibility of additional bridging CO or even protonated formyl groups as these could produce bands below the 1800 cm À1 limit of our measurements.
Second, the sensitivity of all the observed n(C O) bands to a-70 substitution confirms that they all arise from CO bound to the active-site FeMo-co. Finally, it is implicit from the principal conclusion that it is unlikely that the observed CO is bound to Fe atoms 4 or 5. The possibility that a CO may be bound to the Mo is more difficult to rigorously exclude, as the Mo is adjacent to the Fe 2-3-6-7 face and its associated a-70 residue, and it has been proposed that CO can bind to the Mo in NMF:FeMo-co with n(CO) energies similar to those in Table 1 . [22] These data comprise the first spectroscopic observations of the impact of varying the a-70 residue on the physical properties of ligands bound to FeMo-cofactor. This in turn localizes the likely binding sites of the CO ligands to the Fe 2-3-6-7 face of the FeMo-cofactor, confirming the importance of both this region of the cofactor and the a-70 sidechain. This work also shows the value of CO as a probe of nitrogenase mechanism as CO inhibition clearly involves a dynamic and complex chemistry at the FeMo-co active site. The hi-CO state is of particular use as it comprises multiple CO molecules bound to more than one metal site and this means it can explore the array of available high and low affinity binding sites on FeMo-co. A complete understanding of nitrogenase-CO chemistry will undoubtedly give substantial insight into the mechanism of this intriguing enzyme system.
Experimental Section
Spectroscopic quantities of wild-type and variant MoFe nitrogenase were prepared as previously described. [11] FTIR spectra were measured using a modified Bruker IFS/66s FTIR spectrometer interfaced to a home-built stopped-flow drive system with the sample cuvette and drive system maintained inside an anaerobic chamber (O 2 < 1.1 ppm) as described elsewhere. [20] The IR cuvette was thermostated at 25 8C. For these measurements, one side of the drive system was loaded with the protein mixture with the other containing a buffered solution of MgATP saturated with CO. IR spectra were collected between 2200-1800 cm À1 only because a narrow band optical filter was used to enhance sensitivity. Spectra were measured at 4 cm À1 resolution. The IR cuvette path length was calibrated at 47.6 mm. Appropriate corrections were made for water vapor contamination. The a-70
Ala and a-70 Ile spectra in Figure 2 a required arbitrary background corrections to make them flat.
